FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AudioControl Introduces the SA-4140i High SPL Acoustical Measurement
Microphone
The SA-4140i is a high SPL full-range solution that includes everything you need to take accurate
measurements using the latest iOS phones or tablets sans headphone jacks

Seattle, WA, January 16th, 2017 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com), designers and manufacturers of
innovative high-performance audio solutions for the residential, commercial and automotive markets
has unveiled the SA-4140i high SPL full-range acoustical measurement microphone. The SA-4140i
incorporates critical electronic functions into the body of the microphone such as an analog to digital
converter, preamplifier and calibration data, eliminating the need for headphone jack connectivity—
particularly useful on the latest generation iOS devices. The SA-4140i is capable of handling up to 140
decibels of sound pressure level and is ideal for automotive or residential/commercial environments.
The SA-4140i is an omnidirectional microphone designed specifically to integrate with the AudioControl
Mobile Tools app on Apple® iOS devices (running iOS 5.0 or later). The SA-4140i is the perfect
instrument for taking acoustical measurements, enabling precise tuning of high-performance audio
systems in cars, boats, homes or nearly any environment imaginable. The AudioControl Mobile Tools
app helps to visualize what you are hearing in order to achieve professional results in all audio system
installations.
The SA-4140i microphone has a built-in 3.5-millimeter headphone jack, enabling technicians to gain easy
access to the test tone even when using the latest generation of iOS devices that do not come equipped
with a headphone jack. The SA-4140i comes factory calibrated by AudioControl and has a frequency
response of 20 HZ - 20 KHZ +/- 3 DB. It is compatible with the Apple® iPod® touch, iPhone® and iPad®.
MSRP for the SA-4140i is $299 and it will become available February 1st, 2017.
PLEASE VISIT AUDIOCONTROL AUTOMOTIVE AUDIO SOLUTIONS AT CES 2017, BOOTH 5016 NORTH HALL
& THE AUDIOCONTROL HOME AUDIO LIVE DEMO IN THE VENETIAN HOTEL, SUITE 29-103
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About AudioControl
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the residential, commercial
and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers premium quality home theater and whole-house
entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors,
amplifiers and OEM interface solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit
audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.
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